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Several excellent monographs exist which deal with axons. These, however, focus either on the cellular and
molecular biology of axons proper or on network organization of connections, the latter with only an

incidental or abstract reference to axons per se. Still relatively neglected, however, is the middle ground of
terminations and trajectories of single axons in the mammalian central nervous system. This middle level of
connectivity, between networks on the one hand and local, in vitro investigations on the other, is to some

extent represented by retrograde tracer studies and labeled neurons, but there have so far been many fewer of
the complementary anterograde studies, with total visualization of the axonal arborization. The present
volume brings together in one source an interrelated treatment of single axons from the perspective of

microcircuitry and as substrates of larger scale organization (tractography).

Skip to main content Hello Sign in. A multicolored reconstruction shows dozens of interlaced dendrites and
axons within a tiny sliver of neural tissue.
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Share your thoughts Complete your review. Read unlimited books and audiobooks on the web iPad. Axons
constitute the largest neuronal compartment surpassing the size of the cell body 1000fold in both length and
surface area 33. Print Book EBook. Nevertheless there are a number of principles of brain architecture that .
For example glial cells known as Bergmann glia act as a . Normally 200 million axons cross from each

hemisphere of the brain to the opposite side. Several excellent monographs exist which deal with axons. In
some cases there was also neu . View online UGent only. Innocenti GM Carlén M Dyrby TB 2016 Axons and
Brain Architecture The Diameters of Cortical Axons and Their Relevance to Neural Computing. Is there
something different about brain architecture he says that given the same mechanical. Based on this

assumption we searched for the optimal brain architecture.
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